
Good Morning, Jeff;

     If you would be kind enough to answer the following questions, we will be able 
to resolve the current situation with relative ease.  If you choose not to answer, or 
respond, in "Good Faith," you will be providing the answers I need to take this 
matter to higher authorities. "He who does not deny, admits!"

1). Why did you NOT reply to my earlier email?  To ignore, is to be "ignorant." 
"Ignorance of the Truth," is to have "Ignorance of the Law."  "Ignorance of the 
Law is NOT an acceptable excuse." {Please explain in detail}.

2).  Are you a member of the Colorado Bar Association?

3).  How long have you been a member of the Colorado Bar Association?

4).  Is your Bar Registration No. #21825?  Do you possess a "Bar Registration 
Union Card" with this same number?

5).  Is the Colorado Bar Association a "Private non-profit Corporation?"  I have 
not found any such disclosure in your current paperwork.  {Please explain why 
you failed to produce this information in your documents}.

6).  Do you have a copy of the Colorado Bar Association's "Articles of 
Incorporation?"  If so, please attach a copy of this with your response, and with 
your revised motion, should you consider submitting one.

7).  Are you currently representing CTSI, a.k.a. "County Technical Services, 
Inc."?

8).  Is CTSI a "government agency," as you have claimed in your paperwork?  If 
CTSI is a "government agency," are they not responsible to provide C.O.R.A. 
requests? Please state the LAW, that "requires" a certain format for C.O.R.A. 
requests.

9).  If CTSI is a "government agency," please provide, as an attachment to your 
response, the State papers, with the Great Seal of Colorado, and 
Congressional Approval, showing CTSI is an authorized "government agency," 
and show when, where, how, and why, CTSI was given its "government agency" 
status, and by whose authority & consent they operate, and please identify under 
what "Branch of Government" CTSI operates.  Please specify "Executive," 
"Legislative," or "Judicial," and provide the name of the Department Director 
overseeing CTSI's "government" activities.
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10).  Is CTSI "incompetent," "indigent," "under age," or otherwise considered a 
"ward of the court," or a "ward of the State?"  Are you, or any member of your 
firm, entitled, under LAW, to represent CTSI, if they are NOT "wards?  Why & 
How, could a "government agency" be considered "incompetent?"

11).  Under what Law, "Statute," "Code," "Rule," "Ordinance," or "Color of Law," 
does Williams, Turner & Holmes, Inc., or you, as a Colorado Bar Association 
member, represent CTSI?

12).  Do you have a copy of CTSI's "Articles of Incorporation?"  If so, please 
attach with your response, and with your revised motion, should you consider 
submitting such an "amended motion," or revision.

13).  Is CTSI a "Private non-profit Corporation?"  If so, please provide a verifiable 
copy of CTSI's 2013 Form #990 filed with the Colorado Secretary of State, and 
the IRS.  In meeting the LAW-ful requirements of providing "Full-Disclosure," 
your current "Motion" lacks this important information.

14).  Who are the "Members" of CTSI?  {Please be very specific with names of 
individuals}.  CTSI's "Articles of Incorporation" states "(they) have NO 
members," yet, on their "public" website, CTSI's "Financials," and other vital 
information, are accessible by "Members Only!" 

15).  Why would CTSI, as "a government agency," as you claim, be inclined to 
retain the services of a "private corporate law firm," such as Williams, Turner & 
Holmes, Inc., without petitioning, or notifying the State?

16).  As a "government agency," why wouldn't CTSI contact the Colorado State 
Attorney General, or their "Department Head," instead of retaining legal services 
from a private firm?  Are not "government agencies," like CTSI, immune from 
civil, and criminal prosecution?  If so, what could, really, be troubling the 
members & staff of CTSI, if they have immunity, and cannot be prosecuted?  If 
CTSI is a "government agency," as you say, why did they not seek out the 
Approval of Congress, or my permission, and consent, as a voter, and 
taxpayer, to revise their website, denying all, but, "Members Only," access to 
their financials?

17).  How much do you know about CTSI's insurance, and their "risk 
management" business, as in, how many claims against "public official fiduciary/
performance/surety bonds" have been paid to claimants by CTSI, since it opened 
its doors in 1992?  And, just how many claims have been denied, in the same 
time frame?
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18).  Did you know, that CTSI's "Board of Directors" is comprised of "elected 
public officials," as in "Elected County Commissioners," and what is your 
"presumption" as to why the corporate formation of this "Board" does not 
constitute a "Conflict of Interest?"

19).  Are you familiar with CTSI's Policies, Procedures, Bylaws, and Codes of 
Conduct?  What sort of "compensation" do these "elected County 
Commissioners" receive for their services as "Board of Directors," to CTSI?  
Does this "compensation" exceed $50.00 per year?

20).  Are you familiar with Montrose County's Policies, Procedures, Bylaws, and 
Codes of of Conduct?

21).  In both cases, were you aware that both entities consider "Conflicts of 
Interest" violative of CTSI's Corporate Policies, and Montrose County's fiduciary 
duties to protect the "Public Trust," and protect the State's voter & elections laws, 
against such "Conflicts of Interest?"

22).  Have you examined Montrose County's "Comprehensive Annual Financial 
Report?"

23).  If so, can you point out, with specificity, the debits from the County Treasury, 
and payments made payable to CTSI?  What are these amounts?

24).  Would you, also, show where the "entry" of the return of credits, as in 
payments from CTSI to Montrose County are located?  What are these amounts?

25).  How many people are employed at CTSI?

26).  What are the names of these "individuals?"

27).  What are their salaries, and benefits?

28).  By whom are the employees of CTSI paid?  From what "government 
account," bank, or banks, are these employee payroll checks drawn? 

29).  How does CTSI accomplish the pooling of their capital funds for their 
investments?

30).  From whom do these capital funds originate?  Did these individuals give 
CTSI their permission, with their full knowledge & consent, to use these taxpayer 
funds in their capital investment programs?
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31).  How much in profit did CTSI declare on their 2013 Form #990?

32).  How much of this profit was returned to the Montrose County Treasury, and 
how & when were these revenues distributed back to the taxpayer, and to the 
taxpayers of other Colorado Counties?

33).  Are you aware, that the Federal Securities & Exchange Commission, has 
been asked to investigate CTSI, based on very suspicious activities, and for 
possible insurance & securities fraud?

34).  Are you aware, that as a "crime victim" of several clients being insured & 
represented by CTSI, I have numerous Rights Under LAW, and that, under the 
Federal Securities & Exchange Commission's Whistle Blower Program, I 
am protected from all acts of retaliation, and retribution, from CTSI, or any of 
their clients, including members of the Montrose County Commissioners, and the 
Montrose County Sheriff's Department?

35).  Are you aware, that, the Whistle Blower Office of the Federal Internal 
Revenue Service has been alerted to this current situation, where there is 
additional evidence surfacing indicating CTSI may, also, be involved in schemes 
of tax avoidance & evasion?

35).  Are you aware, that as a "Protected Informant & Witness" for the Internal 
Revenue Service, you, and your "client," CTSI, are prohibited under LAW, from 
all forms of threatening and harassing such a witness, and that in doing so, you, 
along with CTSI, will be held accountable for these felonies under Federal Law?

36).  Are you aware, that as a "Whistle Blower" against the Colorado & 
American Bar Associations, on insurance & securities fraud, tax avoidance & 
evasion, acts of sedition, criminal misrepresentation, criminal impersonation, 
personage, barratry, human trafficking, slavery, and treason, among other 
offenses, you, as a member of these "private foreign corporations," are now 
under full & active investigation by the SEC, and the IRS?

37).  By what authority do you represent CTSI?

38).  You were given 7 days in which to retract & withdraw your "fraudulent & 
incomplete Motion" with the Montrose County Court, and to provide the court 
your apology.  Why did you NOT retract, or withdraw, your motion?  {Please 
explain in detail}.
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39).  Do you have any personal, professional, or any other affiliations with 
anyone operating in the 7th Judicial District, or the Montrose County 
Government?  What are these relationships? {Be Specific!}

40).  Do you have plans to retract & withdraw your motion with the 7th Judicial 
District Court?  If not, explain in detail.

41).  Did you know, that you, as an "attorney-at-law," and as an "Esquire," you 
are considered to have a "Title of Nobility," and you are considered, by the US 
& State Constitutions, to be a "Non-US Citizen," and a "foreign agent of the 
Crown Templar?"

42).  Did you know, too, that as a "foreign agent," you must fully, and in "good 
faith & credit," disclose your membership with this "foreign private corporation," 
and that, without providing full & fair disclosure, all of your "commercial 
contracts," including your "Contract to Represent" CTSI, and your "Motion(s)" into 
the court constitute "Criminal Misrepresentation," and "Fraud Upon the Court," 
and these "Commercial Contracts" are, thus, NULL & VOID upon their 
inception, execution, and/or submission?

43).  Were you, also, aware, that your recent actions constitute severe violations 
of my Unlienable & Natural Rights, Constitutional Rights, Rights under Common 
Law, and "All Rights Reserved" under International Commercial Law?

44).  Were you, also, aware, that your "acts," and your conduct, are in severe 
violation of your own "ABA Corporate Codes of Conduct," and that, to continue 
with this conduct, may, most certainly, lead to your censure, sanction, and 
possible disbarment?

45).  Were you aware, Sir, that if you break the LAW, and you cause another 
"individual" "injury," as in "committing an invasion of any LAW-fully reserved 
right," which appears to be your INTENT, you will be held accountable for all 
damages & injuries sustained, and for any penalties & punishments described 
under USC Titles #18, #26, and #48 for these felony acts?

46).  Did you know, too, that there are no "statutes of limitations" on fraud, and 
there is NO such thing as "immunity from prosecution," even as an "attorney-at-
law," or as a "judge?"

47).  Do you realize that your recent actions, and those of your "client," are 
violations of the LAW, as in the "Supreme Law of the Land," and these "act-
ions" may manifest in ways you may not have considered, planned, or imagined?
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48).  What do you know of the "Original XIII Amendment?"

49).  What do you know of a case involving "Marbury v. Madison?"

50).  What should happen to an "individual," who, with the intent to defraud, 
prescribes, gives, takes, swears, signs, and files, a "Fraudulent & Criminal Oath 
of Office?"  Is this "individual" deserving of immunity, or prosecution?  {Please 
explain your answer in detail}.

51).  Should an "insurance company," having been advised & alerted to criminal 
fraud, and/or is "participating" in such frauds, but fails in their fiduciary obligations 
to "act," as in "reporting the fraud," be held accountable for their actions as an 
"Accessory?" 

52).  By what "Presumption-to-Contract," and under what LAW, did you feel 
compelled to recruit & engage the 7th Judicial District Courts to assist you with 
this "Presumption-to-Contract?"

53).  Have i, EVER, offered you my permission, or have i given you my Consent, 
as the ONLY "Authorized Agent" for my "person," that would cause you to come 
up with this "Presumption-to-Contract," or to attempt to "Incorporate" me against 
my will!  There is NO "Enforceable Contract" here, Sir, and you are to retract your 
"Illicit," "Unlawful,", "Fraudulent," and "ill-advised," "Presumption-to-Contract!"

54).  Please attach the LAW, which you have "Presumed" I have violated, along 
with the evidence demonstrating where i, EVER, "stalked," or "threatened" CTSI, 
or "James Adams," with physical violence.  There is NO evidence, whatsoever, of 
these 'alleged' threats, in any of your paperwork, or in my email exchanges with 
"James Adams," other than his "Assumptions," and your "Fraudulent 
Presumptions."

55).  Please attach the LAW, which you have "Presumed" I have violated in 
exercising my Rights as an "individual," and a "crime victim," to expose public 
corruption, and criminal activity!  While you are at it, please provide the LAW, 
where it is a "Crime," to exercise one's Rights in public research, or in defense 
of one's Freedoms, Liberties, Pursuits, and Properties!

56).  Provide me with the absolute "proof of injury" to either CTSI, or "James 
Adams."

57).  Provide me with the LAW that constitutes your "Presumption of a crime," or 
an "injury" against CTSI, a "Private Corporation," wherein, a "Corporation," is 
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LAW-fully & legally defined as being "a fictitious, artificial, 2-Dimensional Non-
Living Being."  

58). Tell me, Sir, how does such a "non-living contrivance of fiction," sustain an 
"injury?"  

59).  How would one go about "locating," let alone, "stalking" such an "artificial & 
fictional creation," and how does such a "contrivance" have the "emotional 
capacity," to feel any pain from any "presumed injury?"

56).  Show me, Sir, where "James Adams," "acting" as a "INCORPORATED 
PERSON," and employed by CTSI, "a Corporation," has suffered 
any "presumed injury", other than, possibly, "suffering mental anguish & regret" 
from having a guilty conscience, for having denied, "in-writing," that CTSI was 
not, and is not, responsible for any "insurance contracts," with Montrose County; 
when, in fact, the Montrose County Sheriff's "Performance Bond," on file with 
the Montrose County Clerk, shows CTSI as the "Insurer" for the Sheriff's Bond!  
This is something the LAW refers to as, "empirical & prima facia evidence," to 
wit, Mr. Adam's "written statement of disinformation!"  

57).  Show me, Sir, any evidence, whatsoever, where "James Adams" responded 
to my inquiries, with any level of professionalism, honesty, and without the intent 
to evade, or avoid, an answer?  Show me, too, Sir, where my "LAW-ful 
Citations," as they relate to suspect criminal activity, posed any credible, or 
imminent threat to either, CTSI, or "James Adams?"

58).  Show me, Sir, the LAW, that gave you the "Presumption," that "Proper 
Service" of your "Presumption to Contract" documents could be considered 
LAW-fully executed through the United States Postal Service, or that "Proper 
Service" could be considered LAW-fully achieved, or executed, through anyone 
other than direct "service" upon the Respondent(s)?  The USPS Mail Service, or 
a "Mail Delivery Person" are not considered proper parties to any LAW-
ful "process service!"

59).  As you were, previously, advised, your "Fraudulent Presumption to 
Contract," as in your "Fraudulent Motion," need to be fully withdrawn, or revised 
to include the other "LAW-ful" Respondents.  These "Respondents," as you 
know, have been the Federal Securities & Exchange Commission, and the 
Internal Revenue Service.  Without the proper "Respondents" being listed in 
your "Complaint," your "Presumption-to-Contract" is incomplete, and remains 
just that, a "Fraudulent & un-LAW-ful Presumption!"
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     Finally, Jeff; You shall be held, individually, responsible for responding to all 
59+ questions, and you are required do so without the intent to defraud, avoid, or 
evade.  As you can see, your "performance," as in your willingness to do so, or 
the lack, thereof, is being monitored, recorded, and archived.

[Note to Law Enforcement:  All Deputy Sheriff's serve under the Sheriff's "Oath 
of Office," which constrains all acts of any individual to the 
*[Constitutional & Common Law framework of his "Sworn Oath."]*  

     Any-one, found executing any un-LAW-ful orders, or instructions, from 
an "Un-Constitutional court," or from any "foreign agent for such courts," will be 
deemed to be a "private contractor operating outside of the LAW!" 

     Any un-LAW-ful actions will, however, be taken as extreme violations of the 
Sheriff's "Constitutionally-sworn Oath," his "individual fiduciary duties to the 
People who elected him," and as an "Elected Constitutional LAW-Enforcement 
Official," these actions will be seen as severe violations of the "Public's Trust."  

     The Sheriff, as an "Constitutionally-elected public official" will be held, 
"individually," responsible & accountable, for the conduct, and for all acts of those 
operating under him, and under "His Constitutionally-Sworn Oath."]

So Say, i

Private Patent & Estate of steven duane curry

steven duane curry; juris privati

All Rights Reserved-status quo ante bellum
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